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Businesses today need legal counsel that understands all of the angles, yet is nimble and
crosses the ﬁnish line quickly.
Brach Eichler’s Business Transactions Practice provides representation and counseling on all aspects of
business transactions and business law. We take a holistic approach to representing our clients and have a
deep bench of attorneys who focus on various areas of law which allows us to provide a full range of services
to our clients. For both corporate and individual clients, our attorneys provide strategic guidance on all
matters related to structuring transactions for corporate and tax purposes, corporate governance, and
meaningful due diligence, among many other legal issues. Our attorneys often work closely with our clients’
accountants, stockbrokers, insurance agents, and other ﬁnancial advisors to achieve the best possible
results for our clients. If a client is in need of an advisor, we employ our resources and referral base to assist
in locating and engaging other professionals who can contribute to the success of their business.
Our attorneys address the diverse, day-to-day needs of our clients’ businesses. Speciﬁcally, we assist with
such matters as:
Formation, operation, and reorganization of corporations, partnerships, limited liability
companies (LLCs), limited liability partnerships (LLPs), and joint ventures
Liquidation and dissolution of corporations, partnerships, LLCs, LLPs, and joint ventures

Mergers and acquisitions
Capitalization and financing
Contract negotiations
Corporate governance
Purchasing and selling assets
Master service agreements and statements of work
Employment and restrictive covenants
Facilities expansion and contraction
Customer and vendor/supplier contracting
Workforce management
Executive compensation
Owner conflict resolution and business divorce
Legal and business counseling and crisis management
Labor and employment issues
Typically, for those clients without internal legal resources, we serve as “outside” general counsel, fulﬁlling
the role of business advisor while servicing a broad range of legal needs. For companies that have an
internal legal staﬀ, yet require speciﬁc legal support, we provide the appropriate insight and capability to
enable them to achieve their business objectives. In either case, the real-world experiences of our attorneys
allow us to deliver practical, eﬀective solutions and counsel, rather than mere legal theory. We pride
ourselves on being strategic partners in the success of our clients’ businesses.

Financial Services
Brach Eichler’s Financial Service Practice provides representation and counseling to regional and
national ﬁnancial institutions, private lenders, borrowers and developers in a variety of commercial
ﬁnancing transactions, encompassing numerous asset classes and structures. We handle
transactions on both a state and national level for clients of all sizes, from small, closely-held
businesses to large corporations and can also act as local counsel for all types of commercial
transactions. Our years of experience representing a wide range of lenders and borrowers has
shaped our practical approach to client challenges, resulting in our ability to successfully and
eﬃciently close transactions for our clients. Our capabilities include:
Our group has deep experience in healthcare ﬁnancing and regularly works with banks to provide
lending to hospitals, nursing home facilities and assisted living facilities. Our attorneys also
structure ﬁnancing for surgery centers. We have been able to leverage the knowledge and expertise
of our ﬁrm’s healthcare attorneys, together with the experience of our practice’s attorneys to
provide seasoned advice and guidance in the healthcare ﬁnancing sector.
A signiﬁcant amount of our time is also devoted to commercial real estate, guiding businesses such
as construction companies; supermarkets; restaurant franchises; homebuilders; retail and

department stores; and apartment buildings on leasing, loans, and borrowing for leasehold
improvements.
When necessary, the group works in collaboration with the Firm’s attorneys in other practice areas,
such as business transactions, real estate, labor and employment, and litigation, in order to
successfully—and quickly—achieve our clients’ business objectives.

Our Promise
At Brach Eichler, we are committed to a dynamic and meaningful partnership with our clients. We
move forward with a shared vision, one that is carefully crafted and thoughtfully and practically
implemented. Together, we achieve success.
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